
WORLD KARATE ORGANISATION SHINKYOKUSHINKAI NEW ZEALAND 

2023 March One-Match Fights 
& KATA TOURNAMENT 11 March 2023 | 8am-5pm  

Venue: Meeanee Indoor Sports Centre, Gavin Black Street, Meeanee. 

NAME: ....................................................... GRADE: .................................. DOJO: ..................................................................  

(PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY)  
 

E-MAIL: ................................................................... PHONE No: ............................GENDER (Please circle): M / F  

 

DATE OF BIRTH: ................................................ AGE: ........... INSTRUCTOR'S NAME: ……………..……………………………… 
 

Kata entry fee $30. Kumite entry fee $50. WKO Shinkyokushin kumite and Kata rules. 

 Kata Select one division based on your grade:  Development  Intermediate  Premiere 

Development Kata 

White/orange/Blue Belt to 7th Kyu 

Intermediate Kata 

Yellow/green belt 6th - 3rd Kyu 

Premiere Kata 

Brown/Black belt Kata 2nd Kyu and up 

Taikyoko Ichi, Ni, San, Sokugi Ichi, 

Ni, San, Pinan (Heian) Ichi & Ni 

and Sanchin. 

Any of the Development Kata plus Pinan 

(Heian) San, Yon, Go, Tsuki no Kata, 

(Kihon Tsuki no Kata), Yangtsu 

(Ansan/hansan), Gekisai dai and Tekki 

sono ichi (Naihanchi Ichi). 

Any of the Intermediate Kata plus Gekisai 

Sho, Tekki Ni & San (Naihanchi Ni & San), 

Tensho, Saifa (Saiha), Seienchin, Bassia Dai, 

Seipai, Garyu, Kanku (Kanku dai) and 

Sushiho (Gojushiho). 

 
Kumite Competition Provide height, weight and experience information below 
Height: ...............cm. Weight: ................kg   No. of previous competitions entered: ............... 

Select one division:  Junior  Teen  Adult*  Master  

 

 Official I am attending as a:  Judge  Coach  Marshal  Volunteer 
 

KATA NOTES: Competitors will select a grade-based division kata to perform from the provided lists. Divisions are in elimination 

tournament format, with mixed gender and will be split into 2-3 age groups per division. Kata will be performed individually, and 

score cards will be used for judging. Competitors from other styles may perform their school's version of the listed katas. First, 

second, and third place medals will be awarded to division winners and runners-up. 
 

KUMITE/FIGHTER NOTES: Matches are arranged by the best possible match-up based on age, weight, grade, and experience. The 

winner will be determined by three consecutive fights. Each fight will be judged by five corner judges. There will be a one-minute 

break between rounds (30 seconds for those 14 years and under). If a fighter is unable to continue during or at the end of a round, 

the fight will be awarded to their opponent. The results of each round will be announced at the conclusion of all three rounds. 
 

Junior Kumite (5-14 years) Bouts are 1-minute duration with a 30-second break between bouts.  

Colts Kumite (15-17 years) and adults 18 years+ Bouts are 2-minute duration with a 1-minute break between bouts.  

All Kumite competitors are awarded medals for first and second place. 

 Protective Gear: No gloves in any fights. Juniors and colts must wear headgear and shin pads. Adult women must wear shin pads. 

ALL FIGHTERS must wear mouthguards. Men’s groin guards and women’s breast protectors recommended. 

Participation certificates are awarded to all participants. ALL divisions are subject to change. 
 

EACH ENTRY MUST BE ACOMPANIED BY A SIGNED ATHLETE REGISTRATION FORM (reverse of this form) 

ENTRY DEADLINE: FRIDAY 3 MARCH 2023. NO EXCEPTIONS. Payment by internet. 
 

Enter online at www.shinkyokushin.org.nz/2023-march or scan entry form and email: entries@shinkyokushin.org.nz  

Full rules and competition details available at above address. Any queries contact Maria Senpai on 021 746 103  

Payments at time of entry made payable to: WKOSNZ 02-0644-0256554-00    

Particulars: Your Dojo    Code: MAR23     Ref: Student Surname & First Initial (e.g. Smith, J)  

http://www.shinkyokushin.org.nz/2023-march
mailto:entries@shinkyokushin.org.nz


ATHLETE REGISTRATION FORM 
Terms and Conditions | Health and Safety | Code of Conduct 

 

I understand and agree that by entering into this tournament, players (and their parents/ caregivers and my coaches) 

will be informed of the contents of this disclaimer and will agree to all the following:  

 

1. I am registering willingly and participating in this Karate competition known as the 2023 MARCH ONE-

MATCH FIGHTS AND KATA TOURNAMENT. Hereinafter referred to as “EVENT”.  

2. The Event organisers are World Karate Organisation Shinkyokushinkai New Zealand.  

3. My accepted entry into the Event will not be transferred to another entrant.  

4. If any ‘Act of God’ conditions forces the cancellation of this Event, my total entry fee is not transferable or 

refundable.  

5. I acknowledge that I am in an appropriate socio-emotional/ behavioural, cognitive, and physical condition to 

participate in the event, given the extra-ordinary parameters of a Karate tournament. If I am sick or have any 

symptoms of COVID-10, or any variants, then I must not attend the Event.  

6. I acknowledge that I have taken medical advice regarding any pre-existing medical conditions and confirm 

that I am medically fit to participate in the Event.  

7. I acknowledge the risks and hazards involved in the Event and fully recognise and realise the dangers of 

participating in this Karate tournament. I therefore assume and take full responsibility for the risks associated 

with my participation.  

8. I will participate in this tournament in a manner that does not recklessly endanger either myself or others.  

9. That to the extent permissible by law, the Event organisers (including all officials and event volunteers), the 

sponsors, and other parties associated with the Event have no liability whatsoever for any direct or indirect 

loss (including, but not limited to, injury or death) sustained by me during, or in any way related to, my 

participation in this Event.  

10. I authorise using my name, voice, picture, and any other information related to this Event in any broadcast, 

telecast, promotion, advertising, or social media platform, without requiring a payment or any other form of 

compensation. Anyone attending the Event may be photographed and/ or filmed; by attending, they consent 

to be photographed and/ or filmed.  

11. I agree to follow all safety instructions provided to me by the Event organisers (including all officials and 

Event volunteers) before, during, and after this Event.  

12. I will participate and exhibit the behaviour and spirit expected of a Karate-ka, conducting myself in a manner 

that brings credit to myself, my karate club/ association, and World Karate Organisation Shinkyokushinkai 

New Zealand. Not following this protocol could see me excluded from the Event. This possible exclusion 

applies to coaches, Sensei, parents and supporters.  

13. I understand and acknowledge that by submitting my entry into this Event, the Event Organisers (including all 

officials and Event volunteers) can provide no guarantees or assurances regarding my well-being and safety. 

Therefore, those mentioned earlier are not liable for any injury or damages I suffered during or after the 

Event.  

 I consent to receive medical treatment from first aid volunteers in the occurrence of illness or an injury suffered 

during or immediately following my participation in the Event. (Tick box if agree)  

 In the event of an actual or suspected injury, including concussion, I permit a first aid volunteers to release 

pertinent personal medical information about me to an World Karate Organisation Shinkyokushinkai New 

Zealand (WKOSNZ) official for the sole purpose of competitor welfare follow-up by WKOSNZ. (Tick box if agree)  

 

 

Print the name of the athlete on 

the line above. Print your 

SURNAME in capital letters in the 

grey box at the top of this page. 

  
I hereby declare that I have 

thoroughly read, understand, 

and agree with the above 

declarations. Tick box 

 Signed by athlete if over 16 years of 

age. A competitor aged under 16 years 

should have a parent or authorised 

guardian sign the form in lieu. 

 


